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Multi-degree splines are smooth piecewise-polynomial functions where the pieces can have different degrees.
We describe a simple algorithmic construction of a set of basis functions for the space of multi-degree splines,
with similar properties to standard B-splines. These basis functions are called multi-degree B-splines (or
MDB-splines). The construction relies on an extraction operator that represents all MDB-splines as linear
combinations of local B-splines of different degrees. This enables the use of existing efficient algorithms for
B-spline evaluations and refinements in the context of multi-degree splines. A Matlab implementation is
provided to illustrate the computation and use of MDB-splines.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A spline is a piecewise-polynomial function where the pieces are glued together in a smooth
way. All the pieces are assumed to have the same polynomial degree. A B-spline (or basis spline)
is a spline that has minimal support with respect to a given degree, smoothness, and domain
segmentation. Any spline of given degree can be represented as a linear combination of B-splines
of that degree. Thanks to their stable calculation and geometrically intuitive manipulation, B-
spline representations form one of the foundations of the field of computer-aided geometric design
(CAGD); see, for example, [Cohen et al. 2001]. They are also a requisite ingredient in isogeometric
analysis (IGA), a paradigm for the numerical solution of partial differential equations; see, for
example, [Cottrell et al. 2009].
Generally, Schoenberg is regarded as the father of B-splines because of his seminal work on the
topic [Curry and Schoenberg 1947; Schoenberg 1946]. It should be mentioned, however, that B-
splines were already studied earlier (see, for example, the historical notes in [Butzer et al. 1988] and
[de Boor and Pinkus 2003]). Unfortunately, the B-spline construction based on divided differences
of truncated power functions suffers from numerical instabilities. A stable recurrence relation for
the evaluation of B-splines was developed independently by de Boor [1972] and Cox [1972]. This
recurrence relation opened the door for the use of B-splines for practical applications. The first
software package for the stable calculation with B-splines was developed by de Boor [1977] and
many others followed afterwards. Nowadays, B-splines form an integral part of application fields
like CAGD and IGA.
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1:2 Hendrik Speleers
An extension of the standard concept of (B-)splines is to consider polynomial pieces of different
degrees glued together with certain smoothness. This idea of multi-degree (B-)splines dates back to
Nürnberger et al. [1984] but has been rejuvenated several times under different forms (and names).
A special case was investigated by Sederberg et al. [2003] for degrees (1, 2, 3) and (1,n) in the context
of CAGD. Later, Shen and Wang [2010a,b] constructed multi-degree B-splines with general degrees
by means of an integral recurrence relation. Li et al. [2012] observed the latter as being difficult to
compute, and instead presented a geometric-oriented recursive procedure. Recently, multi-degree
B-splines were revisited by Beccari et al. [2017] illustrating their capabilities in CAGD, but still based
on an integral recurrence relation and so-called transition functions identified through Hermite
interpolation. Even though the theoretical framework is very elegant, multi-degree B-splines are a
burden to implement when dealing with recursive integration or when solving several Hermite
interpolation problems. This might explain why they have not been popular in a practical context,
despite their (theoretical) potential. Besides CAGD, multi-degree splines were also applied in IGA,
in the frame of T-splines [Liu et al. 2016] and polar splines [Toshniwal et al. 2017]. Non-polynomial
extensions can be found in [Buchwald and Mühlbach 2003; Nürnberger et al. 1984; Sommer and
Strauss 1988] considering local spaces generated by ECT-systems and Descartes systems.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the implementation of multi-degree B-splines (in
short, MDB-splines) can be painless, and we provide a smallMatlab toolbox as illustration. We
closely follow the algorithmic construction proposed by Toshniwal et al. [2017] in the context
of rational multi-degree polar splines, but reformulate the algorithms in a computationally more
efficient way. This further simplifies the construction, and might open the door to the practical
use of multi-degree (B-)splines in a wide range of application fields, from CAGD and IGA to data
fitting and compression. We remark that some computational aspects of multi-degree splines were
also addressed in [Beccari et al. 2017].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We start by defining notation for standard
B-splines in Section 2. Section 3 introduces multi-degree splines as being composed of standard
spline pieces that are joined by specified smoothness, and presents the algorithmic construction of
a set of spanning MDB-splines with similar properties to B-splines. Section 4 illustrates the small
Matlab toolbox with some examples, and we end in Section 5 with some concluding remarks.
2 UNIFORM DEGREE B-SPLINES
In this section we define notation for standard B-splines (of uniform degree), and recall some of
their main properties. We refer the reader to the monographs [de Boor 2001; Piegl and Tiller 2012]
for more details.
Given a basic interval I := [x1, x2] ⊂ R, let us denote withU an open knot vector of degree p ∈ N
and length n + p + 1 ∈ N (where n ≥ p + 1). More precisely,
U := [u1, u2, . . . , un+p+1] , ui ≤ ui+1,
u1 = · · · = up+1 = x1 < up+2, un < x2 = un+1 = · · · = un+p+1. (1)
The number of times a knot value ui is duplicated in the knot vector is called the knot’smultiplicity.
The multiplicity of ui is denoted bymi , and we assume that 1 ≤ mi ≤ p + 1. Such knot vector
allows us to define n linearly independent B-splines of degree p.
Definition 1 (B-splines). For a given open knot vector U of degree p, the corresponding set of
B-splines {bj,p : j = 1, . . . ,n} are defined using the recursive relation,
bj,p (x) :=
x − uj
uj+p − uj bj,p−1(x) +
uj+p+1 − x
uj+p+1 − uj+1bj+1,p−1(x), x ∈ I ,
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starting from
bj,0(x) :=
{
1, if uj ≤ x < uj+1,
0, otherwise,
and under the convention that fractions with zero denominator have value zero.
With the above definition, all the B-splines take the value zero at the end point x2. Therefore,
in order to avoid asymmetry over the interval I , it is common to assume the B-splines to be left
continuous at x2. We will follow suit.
Proposition 1. The B-splines bj,p , j = 1, . . . ,n enjoy the following properties:
• local support:
supp(bj,p ) = [uj ,uj+p+1], j = 1, . . . ,n;
• smoothness at a knot:
bj,p ∈ Cp−mi (ui ), j = 1, . . . ,n;
• non-negative partition of unity:
bj,p (x) ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . ,n,
n∑
j=1
bj,p (x) = 1;
• interpolation at the end points:
b1,p (x1) = 1, bj,p (x1) = 0, j = 2, . . . ,n,
bn,p (x2) = 1, bj,p (x2) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,n − 1.
The spline space corresponding toU is denoted with B[U ] and is defined as the span of {bj,p :
j = 1, . . . ,n}. This is a space of piecewise polynomials of degree p with smoothness Cp−mi at knot
ui and its dimension is n.
We identify a spline function f ∈ B[U ] with the vector of its coefficients [f1, . . . , fn], i.e.,
f (x) =
n∑
j=1
fjbj,p (x), x ∈ I . (2)
The k-th derivative of f (for 0 ≤ k ≤ p) is given by
Dk+ f (x) =
n−k∑
j=1
fj,kbj,p−k (x), x ∈ I ,
where the lower degree B-splines bj,p−k are defined over the smaller knot vector
[uk+1, uk+2, . . . , un+p−k+1], and
fj,k :=
{
fj , if k = 0,
α j,k (fj+1,k−1 − fj,k−1), if k > 0,
and
α j,k :=
p − k + 1
uj+p+1 − uj+k .
In view of the interpolation property of B-splines at the end points of I , this implies that only the
first (last) k + 1 B-splines contribute towards the k-th derivative at the left (right) end point of I .
Hence, given [f1, . . . , fn], we can write the k-th derivative of f at the left or right end point of I in
terms of [f1, . . . , fk+1] or [fn−k , . . . , fn], respectively.
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Remark 1. The structure ofU in (1) is such that p,mi , n and I are embedded in it. Therefore, we
can assume that once a knot vector is known, so are the degree, smoothness, and dimension of the
corresponding spline space B[U ].
Remark 2. When takingU in (1) with n = p + 1, there are no knots in the interior of I and the space
B[U ] coincides with the polynomial space of degree p. In this case, the B-spline basis is nothing other
than the Bernstein polynomial basis, and the representation in (2) is referred to as Bézier representation.
3 MULTI-DEGREE B-SPLINES
In this section we focus on the multi-degree spline setting. In general, a multi-degree spline is a
smooth piecewise-polynomial function where the pieces can have different degrees. First, we define
our multi-degree spline space as a collection of standard spline spaces (with possibly different
degrees) glued together smoothly. Then, we present an algorithmic construction of a set of basis
functions for the multi-degree spline space, with similar properties to standard B-splines. These
basis functions are called multi-degree B-splines (in short, MDB-splines). We closely follow the
notation and presentation from [Toshniwal et al. 2017], but in slightly simplified form. We detail
the entire construction to keep the paper self-contained.
3.1 Multi-degree splines
Consider ns open knot vectors U (i) of degree p(i), i = 1, . . . ,ns , defined as in (1). We denote the
left and right end points of the interval I (i) associated to U (i) with x (i)1 and x
(i)
2 , respectively. The
collectionU := (U (1), . . . ,U (ns )) is called an ns -segment knot vector configuration. The multi-degree
spline spaces will be constructed by considering spline spaces over the knot vectorsU (i), which
are glued together with certain smoothness requirements at the end points x (i)2 and x
(i+1)
1 for
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,ns − 1}. The equivalence class at the points x (i)2 and x (i+1)1 is called the i-th segment
join. In the following N−1 := N ∪ {−1, 0}.
Definition 2 (Multi-degree spline space). Given an ns -segment knot vector configurationU ,
we define for each segment the mapping
ϕ(i)(x) := x − x (i)1 + ξ (1)1 +
i−1∑
ℓ=1
(x (ℓ)2 − x (ℓ)1 ), i = 1, . . . ,ns .
Then, Ω(i) := [ξ (i)1 , ξ (i)2 ] := ϕ(i)([x (i)1 , x (i)2 ]) ⊂ R, and we construct the composed interval
Ω := Ω(1) ∪ · · · ∪ Ω(ns ).
Moreover, let κ := (κ(1),κ(2), . . . ,κ(ns−1)) ∈ Nns−1−1 be a given vector of continuity orders. The space of
multi-degree splines is defined as
S[U ,κ] := { s : Ω → R : s ◦ ϕ(i) ∈ B[U (i)], ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,ns } &
Dk−(s ◦ ϕ(i))(x (i)2 ) = Dk+(s ◦ ϕ(i+1))(x (i+1)1 ), ∀k ∈ {0, . . . ,κ(i)}, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,ns − 1}
}
.
Note that ξ (i)2 = ξ
(i+1)
1 , i ∈ {1, . . . ,ns − 1}, and ξ (1)1 ∈ R is an arbitrary origin for the composed
interval Ω. For all practical purposes, hereafter we will assume κ(i) ≤ min(p(i),p(i+1)), where
p(i) stands for the degree of the spline space defined on the i-th segment. In the special case of
κ(i) = p(i) = p(i+1) we get a C∞ smooth segment join.
It is easy to see that increasing the continuity orders κ at the segment joins leads to smoother
subspaces.
Proposition 2. If κ1 and κ2 are such that κ(i)1 ≤ κ(i)2 for all i , then S[U ,κ1] ⊇ S[U ,κ2].
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We can also reformulate the standard (uniform degree) spline spaces B[U ] in terms of the above
definition, starting from local polynomial spaces (see Remark 2).
Proposition 3. Given p ∈ N, x := (x (1),x (2), . . . ,x (ns+1)) ∈ Rns+1 with x (i) < x (i+1), and
κ := (κ(1),κ(2), . . . ,κ(ns−1)) ∈ Nns−1−1 , we set
U := (U (1), . . . ,U (ns )), U (i) := [ x (i), . . . ,x (i)︸         ︷︷         ︸
p+1 times
, x (i+1), . . . ,x (i+1)︸              ︷︷              ︸
p+1 times
], i = 1, . . . ,ns ,
and
U := [ x (1), . . . ,x (1)︸         ︷︷         ︸
p+1 times
, x (2), . . . ,x (2)︸         ︷︷         ︸
p−κ (1) times
, . . . , x (ns ), . . . ,x (ns )︸            ︷︷            ︸
p−κ (ns −1) times
, x (ns+1), . . . ,x (ns+1)︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
p+1 times
].
Then,
S[U ,κ] = B[U ].
Remark 3. Definition 2 takes as input a set of open knot vectors U (i), i = 1, . . . ,ns (specifying
the uniform degree spline spaces B[U (i)] as explained in Remark 1) and a set of continuity orders
κ(i), i = 1, . . . ,ns − 1 (specifying how smoothly to glue together the given spline spaces). This setup
differs from the multi-degree spline definition in [Beccari et al. 2017] where polynomial spaces are
glued together with a certain smoothness. Even though both definitions are conceptually equivalent,
Definition 2 is computationally more interesting because it enables us to merge consecutive polynomial
spaces of the same degree into a single (uniform degree) spline space; see Proposition 3. This reduces
the number of segment joins where a special gluing technique needs to be applied and leads to more
efficient constructions of multi-degree spline spaces and basis functions.
Remark 4. A more general multi-degree spline framework is considered in [Toshniwal et al. 2017],
allowing for local rational spline (NURBS) spaces to be joined smoothly, and also incorporating periodic
smoothness constraints. We do not consider this full generality here, in order to focus on the essentials
of the basis construction. A discussion on how to extend the implementation to the periodic case is
provided in Remark 9.
In the following section we describe a procedure to construct a basis for the multi-degree spline
space S[U ,κ]. We do this by formulating the continuity constraints that splines locally defined
over adjacent segments would need to satisfy. The (left) null-space of these constraints yields the
coefficients of an extraction operator that help us to create the multi-degree basis functions as
linear combinations of the local B-splines on each segment.
3.2 Multi-degree spline extraction operator
Consider an ns -segment knot vector configurationU . On the i-th knot vector U (i), we have n(i)
B-splines b(i)
j,p(i ) of degree p
(i) that span the spline space B[U (i)]. In the first step, we map these
basis functions from I (i) to Ω(i) using ϕ(i) in Definition 2, and extend them on the entire interval Ω
by defining them to be zero outside Ω(i). More precisely, setting
µ0 := 0, µi :=
i∑
ℓ=1
n(ℓ) = µi−1 + n(i), i = 1, . . . ,ns , (3)
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we define for i ∈ {1, . . . ,ns }, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n(i)},
bµi−1+j (ξ ) :=

b(i)
j,p(i ) (x), if [ξ
(i)
1 , ξ
(i)
2 ) ∋ ξ = ϕ(i)(x),
b(i)
j,p(i ) (x
(i)
2 ), if i = ns and ξ = ξ (ns )2 ,
0, otherwise.
(4)
For the sake of simplicity, we dropped the reference to the (local) degree in the notation. From
the properties of B-splines, it is clear that the functions b1, . . . ,bµns are linearly independent, form
a non-negative partition of unity, and span the space S[U ,−1], where −1 = (−1, . . . ,−1). We
arrange these basis functions in a column vector b of length µns .
Now, we are looking for a set of basis functions {B1, . . . ,Bn} that span the smoother space
S[U ,κ]. We arrange these basis functions in a column vector B of length n. From Proposition 2 we
know that S[U ,κ] ⊆ S[U ,−1]. Hence, we aim to construct a matrix H of size n × µns such that
B = H b . (5)
To this end, we build continuity constraints at all segment joins corresponding to κ and construct
H as their (left) null-space.
3.2.1 Continuity constraint matrix. Consider the i-th segment join for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,ns − 1}.
Let K (i,1) be a matrix of size n(i) × (κ(i) + 1), whose k-th column is given by[
0 · · · 0 Dk−1− bµi−k+1(ξ (i)2 ) · · · Dk−1− bµi (ξ (i)2 )
]T
, (6)
and let K (i,2) be a matrix of size n(i+1) × (κ(i) + 1), whose k-th column is given by[
−Dk−1+ bµi+1(ξ (i+1)1 ) · · · −Dk−1+ bµi+k (ξ (i+1)1 ) 0 · · · 0
]T
. (7)
Note that the derivatives of the basis functions in the above matrices can be easily computed by
evaluating the derivatives of the corresponding local B-splines at the end points of their basic
interval. This explains the triangular structure of both matrices.
Using these matrices, we can build the matrix K (i) of size µns × (κ(i) + 1) which contains all
constraints required to enforceCκ (i ) at ξ (i)2 = ξ
(i+1)
1 . This matrix is defined row-wise in the following
manner:
• the (µi−1 + ℓ)-th row of K (i) is equal to the ℓ-th row of K (i,1);
• the (µi + ℓ)-th row of K (i) is equal to the ℓ-th row of K (i,2);
• all other rows of K (i) are identically zero.
It can be easily verified that for a row vector of coefficients f such that f K (i) = 0, the spline defined
by f b is going to beCκ (i ) across ξ (i)2 . Therefore, once all the matrices K
(i) have been assembled, the
only remaining step is the construction of H such that it spans their left null-spaces. The matrix H
is called multi-degree spline extraction operator, and we employ the algorithm in Figure 1 for its
construction.
Essentially, the algorithm works as follows. The outer for-loop runs over all the segment joins,
and the inner for-loop over all the continuity constraints at each join. We address a single continuity
constraint at a time, so we increase the smoothness of the basis functions (obtained by (5)) gradually.
The matrix L keeps track of the remaining continuity constraints for the basis functions built so far.
In each step, we first construct the left null-space H¯ of the next continuity constraint in the matrix
L (detailed in Section 3.2.2). Then, we update the global null-space matrix H by left multiplying it
with H¯ , thus incorporating the current continuity constraint. Finally, we update L by again left
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function extraction
input :continuity constraint matrices K (i) (size: µns × (κ(i) + 1)) for i = 1, . . . ,ns − 1
output :extraction matrix H
H ← identity matrix (size: µns × µns );
for i ← 1 to ns − 1 do
L← H K (i);
for j ← 0 to κ(i) do
H¯ ← sparse null-space of (j + 1)-th column of L;
H ← H¯ H ;
L← H¯ L;
end
end
end
Fig. 1. Computation of extraction matrix H in pseudo-code
multiplying it with H¯ , thus obtaining a reduced system of constraints that need to be satisfied. The
process is repeated until all constraints at all segment joins have been satisfied.
Remark 5. There are two main differences between the algorithm in Figure 1 and the original
algorithm presented in [Toshniwal et al. 2017, Algorithm 1].
• The outer and inner for-loop are swapped. This swap has three beneficial consequences. First, it
may reduce the number of steps in the present inner for-loop. There are now κ(i) + 1 steps instead
of maxℓ κ(ℓ) + 1; hence, it is more efficient when requiring different orders of continuity at the
different segment joins. Second, we do not need to store all the matrices K (i), i = 1, . . . ,ns − 1 in
memory, but we can work with a single matrix L. Third, we can avoid an additional for-loop
with matrix multiplications updating the different matrices K (i) in each step; it suffices to do a
single matrix multiplication at the initialization of L.
• We compute the left null-space instead of the (right) null-space. This eliminates amatrix transpose
in each step of the inner for-loop.
3.2.2 Sparse null-space construction. We now focus on the left null-space computation of a
column of the continuity constraint matrix L. Any basis of the null-space would lead to a valid
basis of the space S[U ,κ] using the previously described procedure. However, we are not just
interested in any basis, but are looking for a basis with similar properties to the standard B-spline
basis. In particular, we embrace properties like local support and non-negative partition of unity.
This brings us to the concept of IGA-suitable extraction operator [Toshniwal et al. 2017].
Definition 3 (IGA-suitable extraction). An extraction operator H , acting on locally supported
basis functions that form a non-negative partition of unity, is called IGA-suitable if
• H is a full-rank matrix,
• each column of H sums to 1,
• each entry in H is non-negative, and
• H has a band-sparsity pattern.
It is easy to verify that the action of an IGA-suitable extraction operator on a local basis forming
a non-negative partition of unity gives rise to another local basis that also forms a non-negative
partition of unity. Keeping in mind the properties of the starting basis (4), we aim for the matrix
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function nullspace
input :vector l (length q)
output : left null-space matrix H¯
H¯ ← zero matrix (size: (q − 1) × q);
i1 ← index of first non-zero element of l ;
i2 ← index of last non-zero element of l ;
for j ← 1 to i1 do
H¯ (j, j) ← 1;
end
for j ← i1 + 1 to i2 − 1 do
H¯ (j − 1, j) ← −l(j − 1)
l(j) H¯ (j − 1, j − 1);
H¯ (j, j) ← 1 − H¯ (j − 1, j);
end
for j ← i2 to q do
H¯ (j − 1, j) ← 1;
end
end
Fig. 2. Computation of sparse null-space H¯ of vector l (column of L) in pseudo-code
H in (5) to be IGA-suitable. This is obtained when all intermediate matrices H¯ in the procedure
possess the same feature. We employ the algorithm in Figure 2 for its construction.
Essentially, we strive to build the sparsest possible left null-space of column vector l , containing
the next continuity constraint in the matrix L. Because of the triangular structure of the matrices in
(6)–(7) and the B-spline properties, such vector l has a special sparsity structure: all its entries are
zero, except for a single, consecutive block of non-zero entries whose sum equals zero. Assuming
l = [l1, . . . , lq]T , we build the matrix H¯ as follows. For i = 1, . . . ,q,
• if li = 0, then we add the row
[0, . . . , 0, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i-th entry
, 0, . . . , 0];
• if li , 0 and li+1 , 0, then we add the row
[0, . . . , 0, 1 − h︸ ︷︷ ︸
i-th entry
, − li
li+1
(1 − h)︸           ︷︷           ︸
(i+1)-th entry
, 0, . . . , 0],
where h is the value at the i-th entry of the previous row when i ≥ 2, or zero otherwise.
Assuming that the non-zero entries of l are indexed from i1 to i2, we deduce from their summation-
to-zero that
−li2−1
li2
(
1 +
li2−2
li2−1
(
1 + · · · li1+2
li1+3
(
1 +
li1+1
li1+2
(
1 +
li1
li1+1
))
· · ·
))
= 1.
From this identity and the above construction, we directly conclude that each row of H¯ is in the
left null-space of l and that each column of H¯ sums to 1. Furthermore, we see that H¯ is an upper
bidiagonal matrix. This property can be exploited in an efficient implementation (see Remark 7).
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function nullspace (Matlab implementation)
input :Matlab vector ll
output :Matlab matrix Hbar representing the left null-space
q = length(ll);
i1 = find(ll, 1, ‘first’);
i2 = find(ll, 1, ‘last’);
dd = zeros(q-1, 2);
dd(1:i1, 1) = 1;
for j = i1:i2-2
dd(j, 2) = -ll(j) / ll(j+1) * dd(j, 1);
dd(j+1, 1) = 1 - dd(j, 2);
end
dd(i2-1:q-1, 2) = 1;
Hbar = spdiags(dd, [0 1], q-1, q);
end
Fig. 3. Efficient computation of sparse null-space Hbar of vector ll (column of L) inMatlab
Remark 6. It has been conjectured in [Toshniwal et al. 2017] that the matrix H¯ contains only
non-negative entries, and forms an IGA-suitable extraction operator. This was formally proven in
[Toshniwal et al. 2018].
Remark 7. The described extraction mechanism can be efficiently encoded inMatlab. Since both the
extraction matrix H and each intermediate null-space matrix H¯ are sparse, it is natural to store them
as Matlab sparse matrices. In particular, since H¯ is an upper bidiagonal matrix, it can be constructed
in a fast and memory-efficient manner via the Matlab command spdiags. The first and last for-loop
in Figure 2 can also be avoided by directly using a sub-matrix assignment in Matlab. For the sake
of completeness, an efficient Matlab implementation is depicted in Figure 3. It is clear that both its
computational and memory complexity are linear with respect to the length of the input vector. This
implies that the null-space construction has an optimal complexity.
Remark 8. The original null-space construction described in [Toshniwal et al. 2017, Section 2.3.2]
has a rather cumbersome procedure to select the indices of non-zero entries in l . This is mainly due to
the fact that periodically smooth configurations are directly incorporated into the computation of the
extraction matrix. By explicitly avoiding the periodic case, the index selection can be implemented in
an elegant way as illustrated in Figure 3, using the variables i1 and i2.
Remark 9. Even though the algorithms presented in Figures 1–2 are not explicitly designed for
building multi-degree spline functions with a periodic nature (meaning that the derivatives at both
end points of the domain are equal up to a certain order), they can still be useful in that context with
a minimal extra effort and under certain mild restrictions. There are several possible strategies to
this aim. A first strategy is to consider a “periodic extension” of the spline segments (i.e., copying few
spline segments from one end to the other end), to apply the algorithms in Figures 1–2, and then to
reassemble the extended non-periodic extraction matrix into the periodic one. An alternative strategy
is to circularly shift the rows of the extraction matrix built so far, such that the periodic continuity
constraints behave like continuity constraints at an interior segment join, and then the null-space
computation of a column of the new matrix L can be simply done by the algorithm in Figure 2. This
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can be efficiently encoded in Matlab using the command circshift and has been implemented in
the accompanying Matlab toolbox.
3.3 Properties of multi-degree splines
The spline functions B1, . . . ,Bn constructed by means of the multi-degree spline extraction operator
H in (5) are called MDB-splines. Several interesting properties of MDB-splines were proven in
[Toshniwal et al. 2017, 2018]; we just give a selection here.
Proposition 4. The MDB-splines Bj , j = 1, . . . ,n enjoy the following properties:
• local support,
• Cκ (i ) -smoothness at the i-th segment join,
• non-negative partition of unity, and
• interpolation at the end points.
Furthermore, MDB-splines are linearly independent, so the multi-degree spline space S[U ,κ]
has dimension
n = n(1) +
ns∑
i=2
(n(i) − κ(i−1) − 1). (8)
Overall, MDB-splines behave very similarly to B-splines (cf. Proposition 1). Actually, if all degrees
are chosen equal, i.e., p(1) = · · · = p(ns ) = p, then the resulting MDB-splines are exactly the B-splines
of degree p forming the same space S[U ,κ].
We can represent a multi-degree spline s ∈ S[U ,κ] in terms of MDB-splines using a vector of
coefficients s := [s1, . . . , sn]. Then,
s(ξ ) =
n∑
j=1
sjBj (ξ ) =
n∑
j=1
sj
µns∑
i=1
Hjibi (ξ ) =
µns∑
i=1
fibi (ξ ), ξ ∈ Ω, (9)
where Hji is the (j, i)-th entry of H , and
fi :=
n∑
j=1
sjHji .
The latter coefficients can be compactly written in vector notation as
f := s H .
Remark 10. The multi-degree spline extraction operator allows us to move directly from the global
MDB-spline representation to the local B-spline representation, and then apply any of the existing
efficient B-spline algorithms. This delegation avoids that new algorithms have to be developed for
each kind of MDB-spline manipulation (evaluation, differentiation, etc.), which does not only simplify
implementation but also profit optimally of the powerful B-spline technology. As a consequence, when
precomputing and storing the corresponding (sparse) extraction matrix, the efficiency and complexity
of such algorithms to manipulate MDB-splines is entirely in the hands of the considered B-spline
algorithms (and their implementations).
Remark 11. If the multi-degree spline extraction operator H is computed for a spline space as in
Proposition 3, then it is nothing other than the so-called Bézier extraction operator. Such an operator
provides the conversion from the global (MD)B-spline representation to the local Bézier representation
(see Remark 2). Bézier extraction is a very common procedure in IGA to fit spline representations in
the standard finite element pipeline (see, for example, [Borden et al. 2011]). Afterwards, the Bézier
representation could then easily be converted into an interpolatory Lagrange representation, if wanted
(see [Schillinger et al. 2016]).
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Refinement can also be performed on any multi-degree spline in S[U ,κ] by exploiting the
multi-degree spline extraction operator. We refer the reader to [Toshniwal et al. 2017, Section 2.4.3]
for details about (local) mesh refinement and (local) degree raising on one or more of its segments.
In summary, a spline s ∈ S[U ,κ] represented as in (9) can be converted into the (locally) refined
space S[U˜ , κ˜] ⊃ S[U ,κ] as follows, under the assumption thatU and U˜ have the same number of
B-spline segments. Given
• the old and new extraction operators: H and H˜ ,
• for each segment i = 1, . . . ,ns the local B-spline refinement matrix R(i) from B[U (i)] to
B[U˜ (i)], converting any vector of B-spline coefficients f (i) into the new vector of B-spline
coefficients f˜ (i) = f (i) R(i),
the new vector of MDB-spline coefficients s˜ can be computed as
s˜ = s H diag(R(1), . . . ,R(ns )) H˜T (H˜ H˜T )−1. (10)
Remark 12. The refined coefficients in (10) are basically obtained via a least-squares procedure.
In particular, the multiplication on the right with H˜
T (H˜ H˜T )−1 can be efficiently encoded in Matlab
using the (forward) slash operation with H˜ . All the matrices involved are (highly) sparse, so the whole
computation is not so costly. This approach has been adopted in the accompanying Matlab toolbox for
handling conversions between different multi-degree spline spaces.
Remark 13. The conversion procedure in (10) is quite abstract and hence very generally applicable.
It shows us how any kind of refinement in the MDB-spline setting can be delegated to the corresponding
refinement in the local B-spline setting (the matrices R(i)). This does not only simplify implementation
but also profit optimally of the known B-spline technology. Hence, the efficiency and complexity of such
algorithms for (locally) refining MDB-splines strongly depends on the considered B-spline algorithms
(see also Remark 10).
Remark 14. In the recent literature there exist alternative ways to perform mesh refinement or
degree raising on multi-degree splines. For example, specific refinement procedures based on so-called
transition functions are described in [Beccari et al. 2017, Section 5].
4 EXAMPLES
We conclude with three basic examples to illustrate the construction and use of MDB-splines
through the previously described extraction procedure implemented in a smallMatlab toolbox.
Full details of the facilities available from theMatlab toolbox may be found in the user manual
that accompanies the software which is available through the CALGO library.
In the first and second example we construct and visualize some MDB-splines (see the test
code EX_basis.m) and periodic MDB-splines (see the test code EX_basis_periodic.m). In the third
example we compare the MDB-spline representation with the standard B-spline representation
(see the test code EX_conversion.m).
Example 1. Consider the following three open knot vectors:
U (1) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 2],
U (2) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3/2, 3/2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4],
U (3) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3].
(11)
They give rise to three B-spline bases of degree p(1) = 3, p(2) = 4, and p(3) = 5, respectively. Starting
from these local B-spline bases, we create the MDB-spline basis associated with the space S[U ,κ]
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(c) κ = 2
Fig. 4. MDB-spline basis of degrees (3, 4, 5) defined over the knot vector configurationU = (U (1),U (2),U (3))
specified in (11) and continuity orders κ = (κ,κ) for κ ∈ {0, 1, 2}
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(c) κ = 2
Fig. 5. First derivative of MDB-splines depicted in Figure 4
where U = (U (1),U (2),U (3)) and κ = (κ,κ) for different choices of κ. The resulting MDB-splines for
κ ∈ {0, 1, 2} are shown in Figure 4, and their first derivative in Figure 5. The smoothness Cκ at each
segment join ξ ∈ {2, 6} can be visually verified through the derivative plots. The dimension of the
spline space equals 15 − 2κ, in accordance with the formula in (8).
Example 2. Consider again the three open knot vectors in (11). We now create a periodic MDB-
spline basis associated with the space S[U ,κ] whereU = (U (1),U (2),U (3)) and κ = (2, 2); the periodic
continuity order is chosen to be κper = 3. The resulting MDB-splines and their first derivative are shown
in Figure 6. Note that the three central MDB-splines in Figure 6(a) coincide with the ones in Figure 4(c),
illustrating the locality of the basis construction.
Example 3. Consider the following three open knot vectors:
U (1) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1],
U (2) = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1], U (3) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1].
(12)
They allow for constructing three B-spline bases of degree p(1) = 7, p(2) = 2, and p(3) = 3, respectively.
Then, we focus on the multi-degree spline space S[U ,κ] with U = (U (1),U (2),U (3)) and κ = (2, 1),
which has dimension 10. Each spline in this space can be represented in terms of standard B-splines of
degree p = 7 (i.e., the highest MDB-spline degree) defined on the knot vector
U = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3]. (13)
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(a) Periodic MDB-splines
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(b) First derivative of MDB-splines
Fig. 6. Periodic MDB-spline basis of degrees (3, 4, 5) defined over the knot vector configuration U =
(U (1),U (2),U (3)) specified in (11) and continuity orders κ = (2, 2) and κper = 3
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(a) C1 spline function
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(b) MDB-splines of degrees (7, 2, 3)
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(c) B-splines of degree 7
Fig. 7. A given C1 spline function represented in terms of the MDB-spline basis over the knot vector configu-
rationU = (U (1),U (2),U (3)) specified in (12) and continuity orders κ = (2, 1), together with the alternative
B-spline basis over the knot vector specified in (13)
The B-spline space has a much larger dimension, namely 19. Conversion from a spline s ∈ S[U ,κ] in
MDB-spline representation (of degrees 7, 2, 3) to a standard B-spline representation (of degree 7) can be
done by local degree raising. As an example, referring to Figure 7, theC1 spline function on the left can
be represented in terms of the MDB-splines (middle) using the coefficient vector
sMDB = [7, 4, 10, 1, 4, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 2, 3],
and in terms of the B-splines (right) using the coefficient vector
sB = [7, 4, 10, 1, 4, 2.5, 2.2941, 2.1029, 2.0110, 1.9228, 1.8382,
1.7574, 1.6029, 1.6229, 1.7349, 1.9337, 2.2143, 2.5714, 3].
This indicates that the multi-degree structure could be a powerful tool for data compression by locally
tuning the degree according to the data instead of taking a globally uniform degree.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In the paper we have focused on the algorithmic aspects of multi-degree splines. These are a natural
extension of standard splines, consisting of polynomial pieces that can have different degrees. The
flexibility of choosing the degree of each piece (or a cluster of pieces) independently of the others
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allows us to simplify the global description of very complicated functions/profiles by requiring
locally lower degrees, and hence less degrees-of-freedom.
Multi-degree splines admit a basis (the so-called MDB-spline basis) that can be regarded as
a natural generalization of the standard B-spline basis. MDB-splines inherit many important
properties, such as local support, non-negative partition of unity, and smoothness at segment
joins. We have detailed a simple procedure to construct an extraction operator that represents
all MDB-splines as linear combinations of local B-splines of different degrees. Such extraction
operator enables the use of existing efficient algorithms for B-spline evaluations and refinements
in the context of multi-degree splines. A small Matlab toolbox has been provided to illustrate the
computation and use of MDB-splines (it is available through the CALGO library).
The framework for smoothly joining different (B-spline) spaces is quite abstract and can be applied
in a more general setting. The main algorithm requires only information on the derivatives of the
underlying basis functions at the joins (see Figure 1). Therefore, it could be easily adapted towards
other basis functions as long as they have similar structural properties to B-splines. For example,
in [Toshniwal et al. 2017] the technique was employed to smoothly join rational NURBS spaces.
However, we recall that the extension to NURBS has to be applied with care because non-negativity
is lost in general beyond the C1 case. The use of Tchebycheffian B-spline spaces (generated by
different ECT-systems) instead of B-spline spaces could be another interesting extension, in the
spirit of [Buchwald and Mühlbach 2003].
Finally, we believe that the presented algorithmic approach may pave the path for multi-degree
splines from a rather theoretical to a truly practical tool. Application fields of interest include
CAGD, IGA, data fitting and compression. The potential of MDB-splines in CAGD is well explained
and illustrated in [Beccari et al. 2017]. In particular, control points can be defined and manipulated
similarly to standard B-splines. However, it still has to be investigated how the local degrees
can be specified in a geometrically intuitive way to be fully mature for practical CAGD software.
In [Toshniwal et al. 2017] it was shown that the MDB-spline approach through an extraction
operator is very convenient in IGA since it enables the conversion from a non-smooth B-spline
multi-patch representation to a smooth MDB-spline representation. The higher smoothness can
then be beneficially employed for solving high-order differential problems. Because MDB-splines
allow for local degree raising, they also offer new possibilities in IGA for adaptive local p- and
k-refinement. At the moment, such refinements are very promising techniques in IGA but can only
be done globally using the standard B-spline framework [Cottrell et al. 2009]; MDB-splines offer
here a possibly substantial computation saving thanks to the local degree flexibility. Because of the
implementation in terms of an extraction operator, MDB-splines can be quite easily integrated in
most of the existing IGA and FEA software libraries without the need for modifying their kernel
assembly or data structures (especially when standard B-splines or Bernstein polynomials are
already supported); we refer the reader to [Borden et al. 2011] for more details. Last but not least,
MDB-splines have the ability for more efficient data compression by adaptively choosing the degree
according to the local difficulties of the given data. An optimal choice between the local mesh size
and local degree is an interesting topic of further research.
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